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Local Government

 Foreign investors not only deal with national government agencies but also with local 
government units (LGUs) where their business facilities are located.235 These are usually the 
provincial, city, or municipal office, and generally not the next lower level of barangay (village). 
An exception is when the facility is located in a PEZA zone or SEZ/freeport, the investor does not 
deal with the LGU but with the national PEZA authority or the administrator of the SEZ/freeport, 
for example, at the former American military bases at Clark and Subic, who are appointed by the 
national government.

 Like LGUs throughout the world and like the national government, LGUs in the Philippines 
levy certain taxes and fees and require various licenses and permits for business operations. 
Complaints are rare when these processes are transparent, efficient, fast, and honest. When they 
are not and when bribes are hinted at or even demanded, investors complain of “red tape” and 
corruption. Various surveys of domestic and foreign investors in the Philippines over many years 
have rated “corruption” as the top business problem, with “inefficient government bureaucracy” as 
the second-most concern (see Figure 193).    

Figure 193: Top five concerns for doing business, Philippines, 2009-2010
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Figure 194: Levels of government where corruption happens, 2009 
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Figure 195: Percentage of enterprises receiving bribe solicitations for obtaining local 

permits and licenses, 2000-2009 
 

  
 

Figure 196: Philippine Cities Competitiveness Ranking Project, 2009 
 

 
     Source: Asian Institute of Management Policy Center, July 19, 2010 
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235 As of June 2010, the Philippines has 80 provinces, 138 cities, and 1,496 municipalities (Source: NSCB).
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• Reducing LGU corruption and red tape

 Reported corruption in LGUs has been measured in surveys, conducted by the leading public 
opinion survey firm Social Weather Stations (SWS) for eight years, on behalf of The Asia Foundation 
and the Transparent Accountable Governance (TAG) project. The surveys show a continuing high 
level of corruption in LGUs. 

 Figure 194 shows a majority of respondents confirming there is corruption in their local 
government at the provincial, city, and barangay level. Figure 195 shows the percentage of enterprise 
respondents who report being solicited to pay bribes when applying for local permits and licenses. 
The percentage, which was an astounding 55% when the surveys began in 2000, has declined to 
32% in 2009, a very hopeful sign, especially if progress can be continued.

Figure 194: Levels of government where corruption happens, 2009
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Figure 195: Percentage of enterprises receiving bribe solicitations for obtaining local 

permits and licenses, 2000-2009 
 

  
 

Figure 196: Philippine Cities Competitiveness Ranking Project, 2009 
 

 
     Source: Asian Institute of Management Policy Center, July 19, 2010 
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Figure 195: Percentage of enterprises receiving bribe solicitations for 
obtaining local permits and licenses, 2000-2009
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Figure 195: Percentage of enterprises receiving bribe solicitations for obtaining local 

permits and licenses, 2000-2009 
 

  
 

Figure 196: Philippine Cities Competitiveness Ranking Project, 2009 
 

 
     Source: Asian Institute of Management Policy Center, July 19, 2010 
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 The solution most often recommended for bureaucratic corruption, in which numerous small 
fees are requested to process paperwork, is to reduce the number of signatures required and to 
introduce e-governance.236 This saves what is very valuable for businessmen – their time and 
money – thus reducing business costs. 

236 The Anti-Red Tape Act of 2007 (RA 9485) mandates government agencies to streamline their frontline services by limiting the 
number of required signatures to five and establishing a standard processing time (maximum of five days for a simple process and 10 
days for a complex process).
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 The World Bank Group annual survey “Doing Business” tracks the number of steps and time 
needed for a variety of business processes at the national level. Since the first survey in 2004, 
various efforts have been undertaken to work with local governments to increase the efficiency 
of these processes.237 Programs to measure and rank cities for their “competitiveness,” ongoing 
for several years, are intended to encourage more cities to improve their business services and to 
become more investor-friendly (see Table 75). Although they are slowly showing positive results, 
the Philippines still appears to be more inefficient than most members of the ASEAN-6. 

Figure 196: Philippine Cities Competitiveness Ranking Project, 2009

Source: Asian Institute of Management Policy Center, July 19, 2010

Table 75: Philippine Cities Competitiveness Ranking Project, 2009

Metropolitan Growth Centers Growth Centers Emergent Centers
 Cebu Baguio Dagupan
 Davao Olongapo San Fernando
  Batangas Santiago
  Iloilo Tuguegarao
  Bacolod Angeles
  Mandaue Lucena
  Lapu-Lapu Puerto Princesa
  Zamboanga Naga
  Cagayan de Oro Legaspi
  General Santos Tacloban
   Surigao
   Ormoc
   Pagadian
   Iligan
   Tagum
   Cotabato
   Butuan
   Surigao 
Source: AIM

237 The World Bank Group also released “Subnational Doing Business” reports which captures differences in business regulations and 
their enforcement across locations in a single country. “Doing Business in the Philippines 2008” compared business regulations across 
21 Philippine cities in three key areas: starting a business, dealing with licenses, and registering property.
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“Other local government units should follow the simplified registration and licensing 
procedures of cities like Marikina, Mandaluyong, Quezon City, and Manila to attract more 
investors,” said Donald Dee, PCCI Chairman Emeritus, commenting on cities identified 
by the WB/IFC as models in simplifying business registration by substantially cutting the 
average 18 stages to 2 – filing and payment.  
 
Business World, May 18, 2010

 Another approach might be to improve the quality of LGU governance in the regions that 
contribute the largest percentages of economic activity to make them more efficient and transparent, 
thereby reducing business costs and improving competitiveness (see Table 76).

Table 76: Regions contributing largest percentages of GDP, 2009

 Philippines 7,678.9  1,138.334  2,318.9  4,221.7
         
NCR Metro Manila 2,813.8 36.6% 0.005 0.0004% 789.3 34.0% 2,024.5 48.0%
4A CALABARZON 802.8 10.5% 152.8 13.4% 270.6 11.7% 379.4 9.0%
3 Central Luzon 576.6 7.5% 114.4 10.0% 185.8 8.0% 276.4 6.5%
6 Western Visayas 543.1 7.1% 100.6 8.8% 176.4 7.6% 266.1 6.3%
7 Central Visayas 518.3 6.8% 45.5 4.0% 153.6 6.6% 319.2 7.6%
Total   5,254.7 68.4% 413.3 36.3% 1,575.7 68.0% 3,265.6 77.4%
 Other regions 2,424.3 31.6% 725.0 63.7% 743.1 32.0% 956.1 22.6%
Source: NSCB; Totals may not add up due to rounding
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 The Aquino Administration Secretary of Trade and Industry Greg Domingo has announced 
that the DTI will introduce in October 2010 on-line registration for new businesses that can be 
completed in 15 minutes. He has also announced that a new Philippine Business Registry service 
will begin operations by the end of 2010, providing a single website where a business can register 
with the BIR, pag-IBIG, Social Security System (SSS), and the like. The plan of the DTI is to 
make it possible for procedures that are now taking several weeks to accomplish to be done in 
20 minutes. LGUs will be encouraged to follow the example of the DTI to put more of their 
procedures on-line.    

• LGU actions can damage the investment climate 
 
 In most cases, LGUs and foreign investors work well together in their local communities, with 
the investors complying with local regulations and paying all taxes and fees that are legal under 
national law. The investors also usually contribute to the local community by hiring local residents, 
procuring goods and services locally, and supporting CSR projects. 

 However, there have been enough instances of provinces and cities taking actions having 
negative effects on existing foreign investors to create a perception that LGUs are a potential risk 
to investing in the Philippines. These incidents are usually reported in the local press and can 
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receive worldwide coverage through business 
reports and consultants. Their unfortunate 
consequences can be to discourage existing 
investors from additional investment and 
to deter new investors from locating in a 
particular LGU or even from considering the 
Philippines.  

 When LGUs impose taxes or fees contrary to national policy, they sometimes can harm the 
investment climate.  Headquarters of multinationals made decisions to invest in the Philippines 
based on assurances and approvals from the national government and on the advice of their 
lawyers. If after an investment is made, an LGU imposes unusual taxes or fees that were not 
anticipated and for which the investor does not feel liable, an impression of policy instability is 
given. 

 Some types of foreign investors are granted an exemption by the national government from 
local taxes and fees as a fiscal incentive to invest in the Philippines. There have been instances in 
which an investor has had to go to court to oppose what it considers illegal taxation expense to 
defend their position. Section 202 of the Local Government Code of 1991, which authorizes local 
governments to assess real property taxes against corporations whose properties are in the territory 
of the local government, has been cited in several claims against foreign investors.

 Table 77 describes several of these cases that have taken place over the last decade. They fall 
into several categories: (1) tax issues, (2) local corruption, (3) LGU does not follow national law or 
policy, (4) local court actions, and (5) infrastructure support.

Table 77: Instances where LGU actions harmed investment climate

 Issue Description

1.  Tax issues  
 1a.  Makati City, Quezon City tax 

on Regional Operating 
Headquarters (ROHQs) 

1b. Nueva Vizcaya province real 
estate taxes on hydro-electric 
plant

RA 8756 states ROHQs are exempt from all local taxes. After 
Makati and Quezon City requested payment of local business taxes, 
several ROHQs (including Fortune 100 firms) had to go to court, 
which made a decision in their favor. 

The province levied real estate taxes on a subsidiary of American 
firm California Energy, which operates a 150 MW hydroelectric 
plant in the province and has also irrigated or improved irrigation 
for 137,000 hectares of rice lands. The firm paid the taxes under 
protest, pending resolution of the case. Its payments are reimbursed 
by the National Irrigation Administration (NIA) and the DOF.

“The attitude of many bureaucrats, specially 
at the local government level, is to screw the 
business entrepreneurs, because they can 
afford it.” 
 
Boo Chanco, Demand and Supply, June 28, 2010
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 1c. Palawan province real 
property taxes on the Malampaya 
gas project 

 1d.  Fees on BPOs

 1e. Manila ship tax

2.  Local corruption
 2a. Mayors insist on providing 

employees and civil works 
contractor

 2b. A mayor in Cebu province

 2c.  Batangas City

 2d.  Mining opportunism

3. LGU does not follow national 
law or policy
 3a.  Open-pit mining ban

 3b.  Mayors and LRT-7

In 2005 the Palawan provincial government filed a complaint in 
a local court against two foreign owners of the Malampaya gas 
project, seeking payment for alleged delinquent real property 
taxes (with accruing interest) of US$ 8.6 million on the offshore 
Malampaya gas field structure. The claim violated the 1990 
agreement of the companies with the national government. The 
Provincial Treasurer based his complaint on the Local Government 
Code of 1991, which authorizes an LGU to assess real property 
taxes on properties within their territorial jurisdiction. Palawan 
Province claimed that “the plant and equipment built and used 
for operations under Service Contract No. 38, which includes the 
concrete gravity structure, the topside, and the pipeline traversing 
the Palawan waters, are all located within the territory and taxing 
authority” of the province. The province also sought a TRO to stop 
the companies from continuing their operations, which if granted 
and enforced would have cut off fuel for 2,700 MW of electric 
power on Luzon. 
Locators in PEZA zones are exempt from local taxes and fees. Most 
call centers are co-located with non-PEZA businesses in high rise 
buildings. The jurisdictions where they are located often want to 
charge them for services, e.g. garbage collection, health checks of 
employees, and other similar fees.

In mid-2010 the Manila City Council considered imposing a tax of 
PhP 5,000 on all ships entering the Manila Port.

In mid-2008, the mayor of a northern Mindanao town where a large 
Asian shipbuilder was planning to invest US$ 2 billion and hire over 
20,000 workers insisted that the foreign investor use a certain gravel 
supplier. A second mayor insisted all persons he recommended be 
hired. They told the investor he could not go ahead without complying 
with their demands. These problems and the global recession have 
delayed project start-up.
A foreign computer animation firm located in a PEZA zone considered 
moving its operation because the mayor was attempting to extort 
money.
A relative of a politician set up an illegal association for tuckers to 
join. Truckers who did not pay their dues had their tires shot as they 
approached the Batangas Port.

As the mining sector has revived in the last decade, there are 
increasing reports of local officials seeking illicit favors from mining 
investors.  

In June 2010, the governor of South Cotabato, on her last day in 
office, signed a provincial ordinance banning open-pit mining. Unless 
reversed, the action will stop a US$ 5 billion mining project that has 
already taken 20 years to get close to a start of construction. The 
proponents had complied with national government approvals and 
local consultations.
The LRT-7 light rail project is a US$ 1+ billion priority infrastructure 
project which has taken proponents eight years to complete GRP 
approvals. In 2010, while in the stage of obtaining project financing, 
several newly-elected mayors of municipalities through which the rail 
line will pass requested that they approve the design and locations 
of stations. 
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Source: AmCham 

 3c.  Pandacan oil terminal

4. Local Court Actions
 4a. Olongapo Regional Trial 

Court

 4b. Aparri Regional Trial Court

5. Infrastructure Support 
 Road to a power plant was 

deteriorating

Citing alleged safety concerns, the Manila City Council decided to 
require major oil companies to relocate their oil storage depot in 
Pandacan, Manila, along the Pasig River in an area long zoned 
as industrial. The oil firms appealed to the Supreme Court, which 
supported the City Council. However, upon reconsideration the City 
Council reversed its position.  

After EO 156 banning most used car imports was signed in late 
2002 by former President Gloria Macagapal Arroyo, used vehicle 
auction firms in the Subic Bay Freeport Zone obtained a TRO from 
the Olangapo regional trial court (RTC) against its enforcement 
against their operations. The government appealed first to the 
Court of Appeals and later to the Supreme Court, which eventually 
affirmed the validity of the EO 156 prohibition. During these legal 
proceedings about 150,000 vehicles were imported, converted to 
right-hand drive, and auctioned, depressing the domestic market 
both for new and used cars and leading to large job losses at auto 
manufacturing factories, which operated far below capacity, and 
harming the investment climate.
A number of the used car auction firms at Subic relocated to the 
Cagayan Special Economic Zone and Freeport and were soon 
importing and selling 4,000-7,000 used cars annually. Upon 
commencing their business, they obtained the cooperation of the 
local court in preventing the application of EO 156. Some two 
years passed after the Solicitor General ruled that EO 156 applied 
to Cagayan Freeport before the RTC in September 2010 finally 
affirmed the national government policy and ordered CEZA to cease 
issuing gate passes for used cars to exit the freeport.

The only road access to a large foreign-owned power plant in 
Quezon province, deteriorating from heavy rains, needed repair. 
The road was a provincial not a national road, but the governor did 
not act on repeated requests, perhaps because the local residents 
were not his supporters. After many letters and meetings, the road 
was repaired by the local Congressman with his CDF.

Headline Recommendations

Intensify programs to improve LGU governance to make them more efficient 
and competitive, prioritizing LGUs in the fastest-growing regions. Expand 
e-governance services on LGU websites to enable routine transactions and 
to provide information on budgets and procurement. Increase efforts to correct 
issues identified in IFC Doing Business ratings and reduce solicitation of 
bribes. It is essential that the National Government pays LGUs their tax share 
fairly and promptly. Intensify programs for LGU capacity building.

1.

LGUs should observe incentives, such as exemption from local taxes, awarded 
by the national government to investors under national laws. The LGU Code, 
when amended, should include language to make the foregoing application of 
national laws clear. Declare certain investments as strategic to take them out 
of the influence of LGUs.

2.

LGUs should strongly support the Seven Big Winner sectors: Agribusiness, 
BPO, Infrastructure, Manufacturing and Logistics, Mining, and Tourism, Medical 
Travel, and Retirement.

3.
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Recommendations: (16)

A.  Programs to make LGUs (provinces and cities) more efficient and competitive in attracting 
investment should be continued and even intensified. Develop model LGUs – with better 
management, governance, and reduced red tape –  that are transparent and investor-friendly. 
(Immediate action DTI, DILG, NCC, and LGUs)

B.   Such programs should give priority to the fastest-growing regions, while allowing for the 
encouragement of model cities in other regions. (Immediate action DTI, DILG, NCC, and 
LGUs) 

C.   LGU websites in the Philippines are well-developed, colorful, and varied. LGUs should expand 
e-governance services on their websites from providing information to enabling routine 
transactions and to providing information on budgets and procurement. A basic template 
should be available so that similar information and services are provided on most websites 
throughout the country. (Medium-term action CICT, DILG, and LGUs)

D.   LGUs should increase efforts to correct the issues identified in the IFC Doing Business 
ratings, in order to improve efficiency and reduce business costs and also to improve Philippine 
competitiveness rankings within ASEAN-6 economies. (Medium-term action DTI, DILG, 
LGUs)

E.   Through improved governance, LGUs should achieve a steady reduction in the solicitation 
of bribes for bureaucratic services, as recorded in the annual SWS survey. (Long-term action 
LGUs)

F.   LGUs should observe incentives, such as exemption from local taxes, awarded by the 
national government to investors under national laws. A mechanism should be created 
to coordinate the approval and implementation process of investment projects between the 
national government and LGUs, including tax incentives, right-of-way acquisition, and the 
like. (Immediate action DTI, DILG, other department, and LGUs)  

G.   When the LGU Code is amended, language should be included to make the foregoing 
application of national laws clear. Declare certain investments, such as mining and 
power plants, as strategic to take them out of the influence of LGUs. LGUs should model 
their support for investors on PEZA; a major reason investors prefer PEZA registration is 
the insulation provided against LGU corruption, as well as more efficient bureaucratic 
interface with multiple government agencies. (Immediate action DTI, DILG, LGUs, and 
Congress) 

H.   DILG and other departments should intensify programs for LGU capacity building (e.g. 
data collection and analysis), streamline and set standards for business permits and licenses, and 
implement its Working Group on Local Investment Reform (regulatory processes, governance, 
investment promotion, information and data support, and consumer welfare) (Medium-term 
action DILG and LGUs)
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I.   LGUs should choose which among the Seven Big Winner Sectors could be significantly 
promoted in their localities to bring in more jobs and investments. 

I1.  Agribusiness. LGUs in key agricultural areas should strengthen their agricultural extension 
and training services for farmers and improve farm-to-market roads. (Immediate action 
DTI, DA, LGUs, and private sector)

I2.   BPOs. LGUs should respect the status of investor operations established in PEZA/IT zones. 
At the same time, guidelines should be developed and followed on which fees for local 
services (e.g. garbage collection) are acceptable. (Immediate action CICT, DTI, DILG, 
LGUs, and private sector)

I3.  Creative Industries. LGUs should fully support the development of the creative industries 
in their locality and encourage them to export their products/services.  (Immediate action 
DTI, LGUs, and private sector)

I4.  Infrastructure. LGUs should strongly support rapid implementation of priority 
infrastructure projects, including PPP projects, that will develop their regions, e.g. for 
tourism. (Immediate action DTI, DILG, various departments, and LGUs)  

I5.  Manufacturing and Logistics. LGUs should fully support manufacturing, and logistics, 
which provide local jobs, procurement, and LGU revenue, and prioritize reducing and 
minimizing business costs. Investments are long-term, done on the basis of existing rules 
and based on established zoning regulations. It is essential that LGUs maintain the rules 
long-term too and that LGUs avoid rezoning developed industrial zones. (Medium-term 
action DTI, DILG, DOTC, LGUs, and private sector)

I6.  Mining. LGUs should help develop local community support for national government 
policy to develop mining projects that observe social and environmental regulations. 
(Immediate action DTI, DENR, LGUs and private sector)

I7. Tourism, Medical Travel, and Retirement. LGUs can help mobilize local communities 
to make the local tourism experience better through a clean and safe environment, more 
efficient transportation, and the like. LGUs will have a greater role under the Tourism 
Act, becoming involved in master planning, tourism zone site selection, implementation 
of standards, putting one-stop shops in place, upgrading local infrastructure, and the like. 
(Medium-term action DTI, DOT, LGUs, and private sector)


